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Introduction: The floor of Ius Chasma has strati-
fied light-toned units visible in MOC, THEMIS, HRSC 
(Fig. 1) and HiRISE (Figs. 2-8) images. These blocks  
have lower light- and upper darker-toned strata. Some 
layers can be traced for distances [1] in each of the 
blocks and the most distinct layers are identified from 
block to block. Various fault ond other deformation 
types identified show that the blocks slided, toppled or 
fell down from the stratified canyon walls. The blocks  
provide excellent cross-cuts and insights to the strata-
forming materials and layering processes. 

The main strike-slip fault: The slip of the right-
handed strike-slip main fault (Figs. 1-3) is ≈ 70 m [1]. 
The fault drag has bent the strata close to the fault 
plane (Fig. 4). The fault-induced bending of the strata 
is more extensive and plastic in the darker-grey strata 
while the lighter-grey layers are more brittle (Fig. 3). 

    
Fig. 1. The MEX-HRSC 2182 image over light-grey 
stratified blocks. The well-known main fault is shown. 

     
Fig. 2. The MRO HiRISE TRA_000823_1720 image 
(cf. Fig. 1). The block strat a runs from lower left to  
upper right. Marker layers and faults are shown [1]. 

Relatively more plastic and more brittle units: 
Numerous faults cut across the dark marker layer and 
the light- and darker-gray strata (Fig. 2). The faults 
interact with each others and form conjugate and paral-
lel fault systems that have complicate and multiple 
mutual interactions. As a rule, faults are more linear in  
the compct and bulky-looking light-grey unit. Faults 
are more versatile, winding and fold-connect ed in the 
darker-grey unit that also has more clear strata (Fig. 5). 

 
Fig. 3. The main right-handed strike-slip fault has cut 
the dark marker layer (white arrows; cf. Figs. 1,2,4). 

 
Fig. 4. Relative plasticity of the darker-gray strata re-
sulted in arcuate drag folds (cf. Fig. 3). The dark 
marker layer is shown by white arrows. 
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Marker layers, faults and blocks: The HiRISE 
image revealed that the faults on the floor of Ius  
Chasma are restri cted to the stratified blocks. These 
faults do not continue into the surrounding terrain. The 
lighter and darker strata units with the dark marker 
layer between can be used to define individual blocks  
that differ in composition, strata and tectonics from 
their surroundings. The dark marker layer is very char-
acteristic. Together with certain other marker layers it  
is used to find the blocks, block boundari es and tec-
tonic movements. The set of identified layers allow 
also tectonic measurements [1]. Layers play a major 
role in understanding block displacements and fault  
and fold tectonics in their interiors (Figs. 6-8). 

 

 
Fig. 5. Winding faults and folds characteri ze the darker 
unit while the light unit deforms in  a brittle way. The 
marker layer is shown by white arrows in its ends. The 
area is located at the SW end of the block in Fig. 2). 

  
Fig. 6. The dark marker layer (white arrows) is used to 
find blocks and fault displacement.  

Identification of individual layers over distances al -
lows to measure fault slip and rotation [1]. Layers  
show also the characteristics of the block movements  
and allow more distinct definitions of how the blocks 
were relocated, and where they originated from. Fur-
ther, this gives the first necessary insight into the mate-
rials and depositions in strata formation, basis for esti-
mations of the early geologic history of the Ius area. In  
a wider sense, the blocks help to understand the early  
development of the surrounding stratified plateau and 
its erosion that led into the formation of Ius Chasma.  
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Fig. 7. Drag fold made by a dextral E-W fault. The 
marker layer is shown by white arrows in its ends. 

 
Fig. 8. Drag fold at the west end of the fault in Fig. 7. 
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